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insider chris wunderlich sold 1,731 shares of unifi stock in a transaction dated tuesday, june
14th. the shares were sold at an average price of $61.00, for a total transaction of $89,910.00.
the transaction was disclosed in a document filed with the sec, which can be accessed through
this link. bayer's (otc:bayry) american business unit is the largest u.s. producer of oral
contraceptives and provides hormone replacement therapy for women, including the hormone
therapy drug premarin. bayer announced the acquisition of a company which established and
operates two plant based laboratories in the u. german drugmaker merck will continue to
operate the facility in the czech republic. the facilities will be used to produce a contraceptive
hormone. we expect a substantial amount of the acquisition premium to result from the
presence of a profitable business. in january 2011, asahi kasei signed an agreement with
merck to develop generic reproductive hormone products. bayer has a strong position in this
niche market due to manufacturing capabilities and product development. bayer acquired the
smaller company for about $45 million in 2010, then moved to close the deal in april. bayer
said it will take another $80 million in annual cost savings over the next five years to offset
investments it will make to support the expansion. bayer's acquisition of the smaller company
is expected to create about 5,000 new jobs in michigan. seraphim capital partners llc grew its
holdings in shares of apollo management holdings lp by 0.1% in the 3rd quarter. seraphim
capital partners llc now owns 4,962,058 shares of the investment manager's stock worth
$79,296,000 after acquiring an additional 19,601 shares during the period. bz investment
partners llc boosted its holdings in shares of apollo management holdings lp by 13.9% in the
3rd quarter. bz investment partners llc now owns 1,836,848 shares of the investment
manager's stock worth $29,376,000 after purchasing an additional 216,352 shares during the
period. millennium management llc grew its holdings in shares of apollo management holdings
lp by 0.4% in the 3rd quarter. millennium management llc now owns 6,425,667 shares of the
investment manager's stock worth $105,560,000 after purchasing an additional 332,038
shares during the period. finally, barclays plc boosted its holdings in shares of apollo
management holdings lp by 0.6% in the 3rd quarter. barclays plc now owns 3,038,016 shares
of the investment manager's stock worth $57,973,000 after purchasing an additional 81,016
shares during the period.
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when a post-merger physician practice is involved in consolidation, there is a risk for lawsuits
against the physician practice. in 2015, gwmi released its healthcare consolidation report ,

which listed the top 10 health systems and consolidations that occurred in the us during the
first nine months of 2015. southwestern has 11 physician groups and 13 hospitals under a

single license. get latest updates on tech stocks and more! the stock market is getting ready
for the last week of trading before the year ends. fortunately, when the year ends, the new
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year will be ready to go! it just can't stay away from america these days. so, in a nod to "the
office" (which had a tv show in 2000), we're playing that year-end tune, "the most wonderful

time of the year" as the final part of our thematic "silly not me" series. this song has been
popular for over a century and it came to the moon's attention in the late 1960s. yes, there

were no satellites yet to travel all over the sky and see the whole world, the moon only lit up
the sky, and we were listening to our radios. that's where the video came from. it's clear that
the rest of the planet has already heard this song, but where has it been? nowhere other than

the moon! yup, you can hear it on the webcast too. so click here to check that out. and here's a
musical-related fact that you might not know. the lyrics to "the most wonderful time of the
year" were written by a guy named cecil, who was never credited. his real name was earl
"fatha" hines. he wrote under the name fats waller. what kind of monosyllables is that? so

again, thanks for checking this out! 5ec8ef588b
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